
PC 6.8.2: Ultra-Fine Resolution Printing of Circuit Components 

Executive Summary 

FHE circuit boards utilize conductive interconnects, antennas, and sensors in addition to passive and active 
circuit components and ICs. These FHE boards can greatly benefit from utilizing a smaller feature size (as 
compared to the current feature size) for a variety of applications such as wearables devices, small sensors for 
high-value part assembly, and complex device architectures where small size/weight are important. A 
transformative, high-throughput, directed assembly-based printing technology recently developed and 
patented at Northeastern University, capable of nano and microscale printing on flexible surfaces will be used 
to demonstrate micron-scale electronic elements (circuit components) printing. The proposed project will 
demonstrate high-throughput printing technologies for ultra-fine resolution (≤ 5 µm) of interconnects, resistors, 
and capacitors on industry-relevant flexible substrates.  

Currently, there are no commercial solutions for high-throughput printing of interconnects and circuit 
components at a scale equal or less than 5 microns on rigid or flexible substrates.  The current state of the art 
does not offer solutions for significantly reducing the feature size as described in this proposal. The proposed 
project will demonstrate that up to 90% reduction in footprint, and part counts can be achieved with the 
proposed manufacturing technology without any compromise in the performance or reliability of the system. 

The proposed project is aligned with the following three TWGs: device integration and packaging (DIP), 
materials working group, and printed flexible components & microfluidics (PFCM). Furthermore, the proposed 
method secures the supply chain for printing miniature 5G devices – an objective of the National Strategy to 
Secure 5G. It addresses roadmap gaps identified by different materials, printed flexible components & 
microfluidic (PFCM), and device integration and packaging (DIP) detailed in Section 1.3 

The manufacturing technology being proposed for use on this project is at least 1000 times faster than inkjet 
or 3D printing and limited only by the size of particles and lithography. A fully automated nanoscale wafer 
printing platform designed to print nano and microscale electronics on rigid or flexible substrates will be used 
in the proposed project. The team proposes to demonstrate processes capability and manufacturing readiness 
for printing ultrafine resolution passive electronic components (resistors and capacitors) on flexible substrates 
using a purely additive high-throughput directed assembly-enabled printing.  

McKinsey Global Institute published a study in 2015 that estimated the potential value of IoTs at 11 Trillion by 
2025. Sensors, Microcontrollers, and special-purpose integrated circuits to realize the potential for IoTs to be 
deployed for the tremendous benefit for the planet. The biggest challenge remains the ability to create fully 
functional IoTs in a small footprint, on a flexible substrate so they may be deployed un-intrusively. In a specific 
application for a simple IoT-based tag, the current technology requires taking a 0.2 square inch chip and putting 
it on a 2+ square inch PC board with 31 other components to make it usable. With the proposed technology, 
24 of these components can be printed monolithically to reduce the final footprint to near 0.2 square inches, 
the same as the original chip. The proposed technology can print all of the passive components, redistribution 
lines on a flexible interposer with bumps /pads to directly attach chiplets in any combination to enable the 
creation of FHE for any application while reducing weight and size.  The technology is of particular interest to 
DoD customers, where the warheads or warfighter equipment have limited space and severe weight 
restrictions. Being able to build a flexible stamp-sized device with all electronics integrated can enable the 
creation of systems unimaginable today. The technology is equally applicable for rigid and flexible substrates, 
but it is of greater importance to the FHE community. There is no other solution that can put electronic 
components on a flexible substrate at micron and submicron scale.  


